### ALARMS

**Are emergency warning systems provided [YES] or [NO]**

If emergency warning systems are provided, they shall include both audible and visual alarms complying with this section.

When required, at a minimum, visual alarms shall be provided in restrooms, meeting rooms, hallways, lobbies, and common use areas.

**ALARMS**

- Sound (exceeds prevailing equivalent sound level in space)
- Lamp (strobe type, clear or white)

- Mounting (lowest of: 80” above highest fl. level in space or within 6” below ceiling) *(Note: New ADAAG mounting height range illustrated in diagrams below)*

- Spacing (max. 50’ from signal within space or room or corridor)

Spacing in large open rooms (max. 100’ between units at perimeter walls)

**Mounting location**

Sleeping rooms (visual alarm connected to bldg. system, or 110V receptacle with auxiliary alarm available)

**Visible notification devices (phone call, door bell connected to bldg. System)**

Telephones (shall have volume control, electrical outlet within 48” for TTY)